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INTRODUCTION

Each year the public school speech therapist is confronted with
large numbers of children having articulation problems .

More often

than not, the clinician is additionally faced with the task of selecting children with communication problems from among an extremely large
popul at ion.

By inspection, the list of children with articulation

problems revea l s a large percentage from the kindergarten, first and
second grades who, if enrolled in a therapy program, would leave little
t ime fo r children with problems in the upper grades.
The need for help with these articulation problems is felt almost
univer sally by clinicians.

,fohn son ( 1967) indicated that as many as

t hr ee o11t of every four speech problems are articulation problems.

He

als o indicated a possible solution to the problem when he said:
Fr om the standpoint of numbers, therefore, articulation disorders are deserving of special attention and consideration
by the classroom teacher. (Johnson, 1967, p. 111)
Wi t h the additional help of the classroom teacher, the problem of large
number s of children needing some assistance could be reduced.
An orga ni zed program of instruction in oral communication or a

speech improvement program has as its purpose to teach children proper
art iculation.

It is aimed at helping all of the children in each

c la s s become aware of correct s peech sounds and to improve and develop
their communication skills.

The classroom teacher with the aid of a

speech improvement program could substantially

reduc~

t he size of
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population from which the clinician must draw her caseload.

Thi s in

turn would enable the clinician to help those children in the upper
grades and to assist those who have more complex problems.

3

SPEEX:H IMffiOV»>ENT AND SPEEX:H TIIDW'Y ffiffiRAMS

Speech Improvement
Identification of speech improvement
programs
Further discussion of the speech improvement program cannot continue until the boundaries of both speech therapy programs and speech
improvement programs have been established.

In the public s chool

system, since most speech improvement programs have resulLed from the
joint efforts of both therapist and teacher, both programs are very
closely related and yet arc very distinctly individual.
Early interest in speech improvement s ugge sted the program was
generally involved with" ••• whole-class activity designed to increase
the speech skills of all members of the group" (Johnson, 1967, p. 115).
This includecl all speech activity within the elementary school.

The

trencl in the speech improvement program seemed to be undergoing a
change, a change in which the speech improvement program was becoming
the chief responsibility of the classroom teacher with the s peech
therapist contributing primarily vocal and moral support (Scott and
•rhompson, 19G6; Johnson, 1967; Eisenson, 1959).

None-the-less, speech

improvement programs were composed of several standard characteristics.
These programs were carried on mainly in the primary and secondary
grades.

The activities generally occurred one to two times weekly.

These activities ideally consisted of ear training for environmental
sounds and speech sounds in addition to production of sounds in
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isolation, in words and in larger speech units.

Speech arts s uch as

speaking before the class, choral reading and creative dramatics were
also often used (Black, 1964; Johnson, 1967; Eisenson, 1959).
In a study concerned with the development and evaluation of a
speech improvement program for children of kindergarten age, Wilson
(1954) adopted this definition of a speech improvement program developed
by Ainsworth:
The term, speech improvement, as used here means group work
done with whole classes or grades at one time. The objectives
a re to raise the general speech performance of the group and
to minimize or correct minor defects of some of the individuals
in the group . (Wilson, 1954, p. 40)
Sommers et al. (1961) in a study dealing with both speech therapy
and s peec h improvement and the effects upon articulation and reading,
stated an example of what they considered a typical speech improvement
program would consist.

In this program, the entire class proceeded

through the steps of identification, discrimination and production of
each new sound with the aid of ear training games and exercises.

As

each new sound was mastered, ear training techniques would be initiated
in an exercise t o discriminate each new sound from those previously
learned.

Discrimination exercises increased as the class progressed.

Speech improvement, al though not dealing with as difficult speech
disorders as the therapist, provides t he environment in which all the
children could improve speech and vocal difficulties such as:
•.. (1) gener al speech intelligibility, (2) production of ins ounds, (3) attitudes toward all speaking situations,
(4) insight into own speech habits and those of others, and
(5) vocal quality and flexibility. (Irwin, 1960, p. 279)

di,~dual
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Garrison et al. (1961) standardized this working definition for
speech improvement in an attempt to collect information concerning the
status of such programs among both teacher and therapist:
For the purposes of this s tudy speech improvement takes
place in the classroom. It consists of systemati c instruction
in oral communication which has as its purpose the development
of articulati on, voice and language abilities that enable all
children to communicate their ideas effectively. Speech improvement is not concerned with the work of the speech clinician with speech and hearing handicapped children outside of
the classroom. (Garrison et al., 1961, p. 78)
A s pecial report defining speech improvement and speech therapy
and the responsibilities of each program appeared in A.S.H.A. (1963).
Pendergast (1963) recognized the related responsibilities of both the
speech therapist and the classroom teacher.

However, she initially

outlined this statement of speech improvement:
Speech improvement is concerned with deviations within the
range of normal; speech improvement is a part of the regular
development speech program in Language Arts. The classroom
teacher ' s responsibility i s to teach thoroughly the speech
skills a llocated for the grade level being taught to strengthen
the pupil's competency through use of carefully selected
and guided speech activities. Speech improvement is concerne<l
with such skills as pronunciation, poiae projection and inflection . The speech activities through which these skills
are applied and strengthened include formal talks and discussions, oral sharing and reporting related to various interests and subject areas, oral reading, phonics as a part of
spe lling and reading, choral speaking, creative dramatics,
and storytelling . (Pendergast, 1963, p. 548)
In her efforts to establish more firmly the boundaries of the two
programs Pendergast ( 1963) posited this definition of speech therapy:
Speech therapy refers to the diagnosis and treatment of consistent and conspicuous deviations from normal speech which
cnll attention to themselves, interfere with communication,
or cause maladjustment. (Pendergast, 1963, p. 549)
In an article directed toward the clasroom teacher and concerned
with the roles of both the speech therapist and the classroom teacher,
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Invin (1960) felt the ne ed to clarify the boundaries of each program.
She identified speech therapy or "speech rehabilitation" as a program
which" .•• refers to the treatment of consistent deviations from the
normal", whereas" .•• speech improvement refers to the treatment of
s peech and vocal differences within the range of acceptability"

(Invin,

1960, p. 282). Invin (1960) went even further with speech improvement
when she stated that:
The speech therapist will want to promote such a program insofar as it will supplement or inhancc his efforts in the
speech rehabilitation program . (Invin, 1960, p. 282)
Current programs of speech improvement.

Several published speech

improvement programs are now available on the market.
have several basic characteristics .

These programs

They are geared primarily for

kindergarten through third grade.

The programs themselves can be used

individually or on a group basis.

They have been developed for the use

of both the speec h therapist and the classroom teacher with the aid of
a s peech therapist.

One of their basic goals is to develop listening

and auditory di scrimination ski Us.

And throughout the program the

child is given many opportunities to learn and make the correct production of the phoneme in isolation in words and in sentences (Slepian
and Seidler, 1968; Scott and Thompson, 1966; Scott, 1970; Feikin, 1968;
Byrne, 1965; Goldman and Lynch, 1971).
A speech improvement program for kindergarten and first grade
was developed by Margaret

c.

Byrne (1965).

This program is divided

into units and a minimum of a week is devoted to each unit.

The first

unit emphasizes the development of good listening habits, gross environmental listening and identifying the body parts used in talking.

The
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fo llowing fif t een unit s each identify one sound and develop the child's
ability t o di s criminate and produce the sound correctly.

Several units

are devoted chiefly to reviewing the sounds and skills previously
learn ed.

Th is program al s o provides an appendix of additional mate ri al s

t hat may be incorporated into each unit.
A book developed s pecifically for the classroom teacher, Talking
Ti me (Scott a nd Thompson, 1966), was writt en for use from kindergarten
through f ourt h gr ade .

Ini t i a lly this book di scus s es many of the sup-

porting pr ogram s, mat erial s and approache s available to the clas sroom
teacher.

Th e fi r st f ew chapter s deal with li steniag skills and the

physical parts of t he body that help produce s ounds.

The remainder of

the bo ok i s devoted to introducing and developing the child's production
of individual speech s ounds.
A seri es of r ec ords dev eloped by Feikin (1968) were entitled
Speech Improvement and de signed to demonstrate specific speech skills
and develop awar en ess of good communication skills.

This particular

series introduc es t wo speech sounds, /s/ and /r/, and places emphasis on
why we need good s peech, s peech helpers, bad s peech gremlins , listening
skills, word endi ngs , volume and inflection.

Activities to reinforce

eac h segment of th e program a:rc suggested in the teacher's guide.
A pr ogr:un composed of thr ee sets of records, filmstrips and teacher' s manua l s was developed by Scott (1970).

It provides a pleasant

listening and wa tching learning experience for the child.

Each set

contains s even sounds, each with an individual filmstrip that introduces
t he sound in a story, then reviews that sound in isolation and in words
at t he end of th e filmstrip.
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A storybook series developed by Slepian and Seidler (1968) emphasizes listening and auditory discrimination.

The junior series

provides t he teacher with a step-by-step learning experience of skill s
from gross environmental s ounds through a wide r ange of li stening auditory discrimination experiences.

The main se ries takes the children

through s ix speec h sounds used uniquely in stories.

This program pro-

vides the teacher with a manual which explains the program and provides
a large variety of supplemental material s and posters.
A ki t which not only provides t he s ounds but also the symbols for
the sounds was produced by Goldman and 4fnch (1971).

This program

incorporates t he use of puppets , stories, songs on cassette tapes,
posters, picture cards and magnetic symbols to teach a series of thirtyeight sounds .

This program uses an auditory-visual approach to teaching

children correct recognition and production of our communication system .
Speech Therapy
Identificatio n of s peech therapy programs
Although surprisingly f ew texts concerned with educating the student about the program of s peech therapy state clearly just what speech
therapy is or 1vhat the s peech therapist does, most give the reader,
upon completion, a general idea.

Basically the s peech therapy program

is one in which a well qualified speech therapist identifies children
with speec h and hearing problems, diagnoses the problem of each individual, makes medical referrals if necessary, and carries on individual
and small group therapy usually on a two day a week, 15-20 minutes per
sessi on basis (Johnson, 1956; Eisenson, 1959; Black, 1964).

In addition,
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the therapist must act as an adivsor to interested teacher s, develop a
schedule of therapy that corresponds to the general schedule of the
school, and often works to sell the program to the administrator or
supervisor who has administrative responsibility for speech therapy
progrruns (Black, 1964; Johnson, 1956).
Scott and Thompson (1966) compiled a book with the specific purpose of aiding the teacher in establishing a speech improvement program.
In this book, Talking Time, they described speech correction in this
way:
Specifically, SPEECH CORRECTION refers to the efforts of the
speech specialist and other persons working with speech handicapped children in a s peech program apart from the regular
classroom curriculum. (Scott and Thompson, 1966, p. 5)
Theoretical ly, the speech therapist must promote his program through
identifying students in need of speech help, diagnosing the problem and
scheduling therapy according to each student 1 s needs, wh ercas the s peech
improvement program is a branch from this main artery.

It was developed

to assist the therapist and make his program more far-reaching and
effective.

This enables him to act as a resource person available to

aid or advise teachers in their classroom programs and also supplement
the therapy to those many children who are in need of this more sophiat icated help.
Current programs of speech therapy.
more

el~urly

In an effort to introduce

the profession of speech therapy, make the public more aware

of what could be available through the school systems and to stress the
need of more members in this professi on , Johnson (1959) compiled a
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bulletin.

In this bulletin the job of the speech therapist or correc-

tionist, as they were then known, was explained:
In general, programs for public school children with impaired
s peech and hearing are provided by s peech correctionists. A
speech correctioni st examines and evaluates the speech, voice,
language behavior and the capacity to hear and understand
spoken language of children who experience difficulty with
these functions, and provides remedial instruction and counseling for them according to their l'espective needs. (Johnson,
1959, p. 14)
J ohns on (1959) further indicated that the speech therapist generally
met indi vidually or with small groups of children with similar problems
at regularly s cheduled intervals, usually for 15 minutes to a half an
hour.
Basically, the establ ishment of a spe ech therapy program involves
a caseload of from 40 t o 90 children who are seen in small groups or
individually once or twice weekly to correct a specific speech problem.
'!'h e speech therapist works in an effort to help each individual child
correct a particular speech problem through working directly with the
child, t he teacher, the parents and any other persons neces sary to
ac hi ovc this success (Eisenson and Ogilvie, 1959; Johnson et al . , 1956;
Black, 1964; Van Riper and Irwin, 1958).
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INFWENCE OF SI'EFX:H IMPR()IJ"OONI' ffiOGRAllS
ON CASELOAD OF CLINICIANS
Caseload Selection
Factors effecting caseload selection
As early as 1956, Wendell Johns on (1956) discussed the urgent need
fo1· more qualified correctionists.

He suggested that the country as a

whole was sadly understaffed with qualified therapists.

He further im-

plied t hat in order to aid the program, classroom teachers be incorporated
to aid the therapist in an attempt to serve speech handicapped children.
J ohnson (1956, p. 446) also emphasized that:

"The remedial speech in-

structor must look at the total job and formulate some overall plan of
activity that will fit his

parti ~ul ar

situation."

Because of the large

numbers of children who are in need of speech help, many speech therapists have promoted, indeed, many have organized speech improvement
programs in conjunction with classroom teachers in a spartan effort to
make their own programs more effective a nd eff icient.
1'heorctically, the addition of a speech improvement program would
lnvolve more students and yet allow the speech therapist to become more
se l ective of the students with which he personally works.

The criteria

by which the spe ech therapist selects caseload now becomes extremely
important.

The therapist must select from the total school population.

She must not only select those students who could benefit from speech
help, but also differentiate between those who could most benefit from
lntense s peech therapy and those who could benefit as effectively from
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a speec h improvement program.

Therefore , the factors affecting the

se l ection of the clinician's caseload now become significantly more
important .
An article a ppeared in A.S.H.A . in 1963 which was intended t o

a llevi at e the confusion involving the specific roles of speech improvement a nd s pe ech therapy in the elementary schools (Pendergast, 1963).
This cli ni cal spee ch staff gave t he classroom teacher the re s ponsibility
of t ho se child r e n who could produce their error s ounds in isola tion.
The spee ch ther a pi st was responsible for those children who were unable
to produce t he error sound in i s ol at ion.

In addition, the therapist

provi ded a diagno s i s for a ll childr en.
Al t hough t heir intentions were well meant (Pendergast, 1963), the
arti cl e ini ti ated marked respons e to this consideration of case selecti on .

Thr oughout t he next few years several articles appeared in the

professi onal journals from both public school clinicians and university
dir ector s of c li ni ca l training programs (Allen, 1966; Pronovost, 1966;
Webster , 1966; F lower , 1967).

The joint concern was with the criteria

that should be used by t h e speech therapi st to determine specifically
which children would qualify for s peech t herapy and which would qualify
for spee ch i mprovem ent programs .

As is often the case, however, where

varyi ng ci r cumstances are involved , the factors which resulted were as
varied as t he t he rapist s themselves.

Four factors, maturation, degree

of sever i ty of mi sarticulation, stimulability, and age of child, however,
we r e common to many of the suggested sets of guidelines.
Maturation.

The therapist upon identification of a child with a

speech problem must determine what specific sounds are in error.

When
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the error sounds a re identified the therapist must then determine whether t hes e error s ounds should have been acquired early or late in tbe
child 1 s s peec h development (Eisenson, 1957).

Van Riper and Irwin ( 1958)

po int out that not only should the type of error be consider ed but also
at what age tha t error occurs.

The controversial article by Pendergast

ct a l. (1963) al s o s upported this feeling.

They stated the classroom

teac her should be r espon s ible for" .. . consi stent misarticulations
which are appropri ate for t he age of the child and will probably improve
with maturation " ( Pendergast et al, , 1963, p. 548) •
A wor ki ng knowledge of the deve lopmental sequence of acquisition
of s peech s ounds i s an essential part of maturation in conjunction
with evaluat ing a child 1 s speech.

Charts or developmental scales such

as t hose developed by Templin (1953) and Poole (1934) are indicative of
those ph on emes mast ered by a majority of children at a given age.

These

aid t he t herapist in establishing the degree of defectiveness of tbe
child' s speec h.

For example, a kindergarten child who at age five sub-

stitutes / b/ f or / v/ and / f/ for /th/, but who can be stimulated to
produce both cor re ctly in i s olat i ln would be much more likely to correct
both err or s t hrough maturation than a child with the same errors at age
ei ght (Johns on, 1967).
Maturation is very much bound up in the issue of case selection;
however, it must be emphatically stressed that this is not the only,
nor necessarily t he

foremos~

factor which must be considered.

Degree of s everity of misarticulation.

One of several factors

r elated t o the effectiveness of articulati on therapy as
So nuner s et al. ( 1967) was the degree of severity:

detet~ined

by
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• •• evidence shows that the number of misarticulations are
highly related to the perceived degree of speech intelligibility; therefore, those children having greater numbers of
misarticulations may be more handicapped in their abilities
to communicate. (Sommers et al., 1967, p. 436)
They continued to emphasize this point with this statement:
••. assuming only some can be entered into therapy classes,
t he degree of defectiveness might be a relevant consideration for selection, and those having greater numbers of
misarticulations should be given priority . (Sommers et al.,
1967, p. 436)
Concerned parties on the university level were also aware of and
teaching this same principle:
We also teach that children cannot be selected for th erapy
on the number of sound errors alone; one must be cognizant of
the particular phonemes that are in error and their effect
on overall speech intelligibility. (Flowers et al., 1967,
p. 67)
Apparently the degree of severity of misarticulation is a major concern
of both public scho ol and university level clinicians when dealing with
this issue of case selection.
Stimulability.

Stimulability or the ability of the child to pro-

duce a phoneme correctly when given a proper model is another important,
if not controversial, issue in caseload selection.

Webster et al.

(1966) listed stimulability as one important criteria of the public
school clinician .
Sommers et a l. (1967) compared the effectiveness of articulation
therapy for kindergarten, first and second grade children .

Their study

suggested t hat" ..• stiwulability seems to be helpful in determining
the degree to which children in early grades improve in articulation
without therapy."

Yore specifically, they suggested that children

achieving stimulability scores of 25 percent or less would benefit
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more from therapy classes than those achieving 60 percent or above
(Sommers et al., 1967).
Age of child .

One of several groups of criteria which were pro-

mot eel by different unive r si ty speech

d e p~t rtments

li sted age of child

as a foremost criteria using thi s reasoning:
The older the child, the greater the likelihood that he will
need t r eatment if he still has a speech disorder. Conversely,
t he younger the child, the greater the likelihood that indirect means can be utilized to foster "normal" develoJEent .
(Webster, 1966 , p. 356)
Perhaps t he length of time the
important factor .

p1~sent

disorder has existed i s a mo st

A problem which hasn' t undergone any recent change

would demand more immediate consideration than one which is tmdergoing
a constant process of change.

Johnson (1956) voiced these same concerns:

Speech problems should be remediated at the earliest age possible. Rarely do pupils beyond the primary grades "grow out of"
t heir acquir ed s peech habits; rather they tend to habituate
speech deviations through continued practice of them. (Johnson,
1956, p. 451)

Sommers et al . (1967) que s tioned the policy of some speech therapists to wait until the third grade before considering a child for
therapy .

As a result of his project, Sommers (1967) suggested that it

is unwa rrant ed to excl ude kindergarten, first and second grade children
from therapy .

Thi s age group, it i s suggested, makes significant im-

provcment r egardless of severity of mi sarticulation.
I n areas where no speech correction was available, studies showed
(Eisenson et al., 1959, p. 136) that maturation alone takes care of
many articulation error s in the first four grades.
not have appreciable effect in higher grades.

However, it does

The results of these
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diffe r ent studies would seem to sugges t that the age of the child i s
a crucial factor in determining cas eload.
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CASE STUDY OF SPEECH HIPROVD.IENT IN THE SCHOOLS OF Ul'AH
Statement of the Problem and Procedure s
Statement of the problem
The present survey was designed to determine trends in the use of
speech improvement programs in the elementary s chools in the state of
Utah.

It wns of interest to determine :

(1} whether teachers in the

elementary school s, s peci fic al ly grades kindergarten, one and t wo ,
were aware of or were using speech improvement programs in their classrooms ; ( 2) for t hose who had programs , what constituted the programs;
(3) teachers ' evaluat ion of their programs; and (4) what type of formal
training or instruction did each have in this area.
Selecti on and desc ription of s ubj ects
A representative sample of the rural versus the urban population
of elementary school teachers--grades kindergarten, one and two--of the
state of Utah was selected.

The participating elementary schools were

chosen acc ording to the high schools into which they fed.

The rural

population of teachers was drawn from those five elementary schools
in t he Uinta Bas in which feed into Union High School.

Not only do

t hese schools make up a strictly rural white population, but they also
inc lude a substantial population of Ute Indians from the nearby reservati on whi ch would possibly increase the need for speech improvement
programs.

The urban population was dravm fr<m twenty-three Ogden City

e lementary s chools feeding both Ben Lomond and Ogden High Schools.

The
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Ogden City schools ar e composed pri marily of a white population with
a smaller population of both Negro and Mexican-American.

This selection

of teachers is representative of those throughout the state of Utah and
also of the populati on t hat they teach .
Constructi on of the questionnaire (Appendix A)
A mail questionnaire-type survey was se lected and deve loped.

In

order to develop an appropriate questionnaire, the following points
were tal< en into consi deration.
•rhere are disadvantages connected with this type of survey .

For

example, Moser (1958) mentions t hat (1) the answers must be accepted
as final, (2) they a re ina ppropriate for s pontaneous answers, (3) differe nt answers cannot be treated independently, (4) questions must be
clear and simple, and (5) there is not opportunity to supplement
answers.

However, the advantag es noted by both Moser (1958) and Parten

( 1966) take precedence over t he disadvantages.

For example, they are

less expe nsive, they are a much faster type of survey for delivery and
return, they elminate biases and errors on the part of the interviewers,
and finally, t he problem of not making contact is avoided.
'l'he aim of the fina l questionnaire is stated by Moser as " ••• a
document to be used and ..• under sto od by the respondent unaided" (Moser,
1958, p. 210).

Therefore, upon establishing the goal of the survey, the

mechanics of the questionnaire itself were approached.

Oppenheim (1966)

suggesi.ed that closed questions a re easier and quicker to answe r; they
re:Juire no writing and quantification is straightforward; this often
means that more questions can be asked within a given length of time
nnd that more cnn be acc ompli s hed with a given sum of money.

Moser
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(1958) advised that lengthly questions are demoralizing for the respondent and all answers should refer to specific, well defined issues.
Parten (1966) stressed the importance of employing simple language in
order to avoid vagueness and ambiguity within each question.
The appearance and the length of the questionnaire is extremely
important in the mail survey (Moser, 1958; Parten, 1966).

Parten (1966)

indicates that the questionnaire must be easy to read, it must look easy
to fill out and" ... be as s hort as possible to get all the information
needed by the survey" (Parten, 1966, p. 387).

The length of the que s-

tionnaire affects the morale of the respondent and probably refusal
rates and the quality of the data received (Moser, 1958).
Attempt to improve the que stionnaire.

Initially, the questionnaire

in its rough draft was completed by several indivifluals in an effort to
determine the merit of the questions.
In this pilot survey is his most helpful tool, here all marginal questions can be tested. (Moser, 1958, p. 223)
In an attempt to improve the questionnaire the second draft was presented to five different individuals--a professor, two elementary
teacher", a substitute teacher and a graduate student.

The comments

and suggestions from these individuals were used to improve the understandability of the questionnaire.

For as Moser stressed:

"The re-

actions of typical r espondents--not only of their professional colleagues
--should be sought to ensure that the questions are comprehensible"
(Moser, 1958, p. 223).
Contents of the final questionnaire.

As a result of the previous

information, the questionnaire was developed with an attempt to keep
the questionnaire as short, as clear, and as meaningful as possible.
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It re sulted in a s ingle page, twelve question, questionnaire.

The first

six questions were yes/no ty~ closed-end questions dealing with the
employment of a s peec h improvement program.

The remaining questions,

seven through twe lve, are multipl e choice and short answer questions
concerning more specific information about each teacher's program and
her education in the area of speech improvement.

In an attempt to

avoid t he danger of having the respondent respond to information he
is unfamiliar with, the initial question inquired as to the teacher's
previous familiarity with the s peech improvement program.

If she was

not previously famil iar with the s peech improvement program she merely
had to indicate 'NO', thus concluding her part of the questionnaire.
The accompanying letter (Appendix B)
An accompanying letter of transmittal or an introductory letter

was developed which was designed to take the place of the interview
opening and establish rapport.

Mo ser ( 1958) indicated that the content

of this letter must overcome any prejudice the respondent may have
against surveys, make clear why and by whom the survey is being undertaken and why the addressee should take the trouble to respond.

Thi s

letter should be written on official stationery to indicate appropriate
backing and use an intercession type of approach in which the investigator at first a ppeals to someone in a position of authority over the
potential respondent (Parten, 1966).
Contents of the accompanying letter.

The accompanying letter,

written on l ette rhead stationery, defined the interviewer's definition
of a speech improvement program in order to avoid the confusion of
definitions on this essential point.

The letter introduced the study
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and its purpose.

The approval and support of each school district was

obtained and mentioned briefly in this letter.

Finally the letter

stre sse d the importance of each teacher ' s response to the success of
the study .
Procedure
The final questionnaire and the accompanying letter were mailed
with an enclo se d, self-addres sed, stamped envelope to each of the teachers on May 14, 1970.

Originally a postcard reminder was to be mailed

two weeks from the start of the survey; unfortunately, the majority of
elementa ry schools were in the process of concluding for the summer
during this time s o this stage of the study had to be omitted.

Four

weeks were a llowed for the study, thus placing the cut-off date on
J un e 11, 1970 .
Re sults and Discussion
Results from the questionnaire
The following information wa s computed from those questionnaires
received before the cut-off date of June 11, 1970.

At that time, 68

of the 144 questionnaires had been returned.
Re s ponse from the school boards.

Three school districts in Utah

were involved in this study--Duchesne, Uinta and Ogden City.

Each

superintendent was personally contacted and the mechanics of the study
were di scussed.

These men were cooperative and quite ·rilling to release

their teaching staffs to participate in this study.

Each supplied the

des ired information to the writer and extended their support of the study.
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Res pon se to the que s tionnaire.

Of t he 144 questionnaires initially

mailed, 68 had been completed and retu1ned at the end of the four week
period.

This was a 47 .2 percent respons e, which, according to Moser

(1958) is seemingly good considering no r eminder was mail ed ( see Figure 1

below) .

Figure 1.

The percentage of those te&chers responding to the
questionnaire .

The response to the initial question, determining the teacher's familiarity with s peech improvement pr ograms, was s imilar from those teachers in both urban and rural areas as indicated in Figure 2.
Res pon se t o the questions.
68.1 percent responded

1YES 1

Of the teachers who responded, 48 or

to the first question, indicating that they

were previ ou s ly familiar with speech improvement programs.

Of those

familiar with s peech improvement programs, 37 or 75 percent bad never
had any type of formal training in this area.

However , 73.3 percent or

38 of t hos e teachers aware of speech improvement programs had used the
programs in their classrooms and 31 or 64.5 percent were presently using
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'YES'

80

1

72 . 8%

Rural

70

70
62.5%
60

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

Figure 2 .

N0 1

80

D
Urban

~

The respons e from those teachers in both urban and rural
areas was s imilar . The percentage of 'YES' and 'N0 1
returns from both urban and rural areas is indicated
ab ove .
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speech improvement programs in their classrooms.

All of those teachers

aware of speech improvement programs felt that these programs were
moderately to extremely beneficial.

The need for help from their s pee ch

therapist was evident among thos e using or having us ed speech improvement programs for 72.9 percent or 35 of the se teachers had not bad the
help of a spe ech therapi st .

Thirty-seven or 77.0 percent were notre-

ceiving coun se ling from a s peech t herapist in addition to their programs .

•rh ese teachers indica t.ed that they were not entirely please d

with their programs.

Of those teachers who had used or were u sing

speech improvement programs, 83.4 percent or 37 used programs they had
developed themselves.
included prim ari ly:

These teachers indicated that their programs
(1) the introduction of an isolated sound, (2)

the use of each sound in a story, (3) que s tions and answers using each
sound, and (4) depended upon class involvement with the entire class.
'rhc average length of each daily class pres entation was 15 to 20 minutes.
These Leachers had an average of 3 . 5 years of experience with speech
improvement programs .
The percentage response to the total questionnaire as compared to
both the urban a nd rural response is indicated in Table 1.
Results and di scussion.

This study was designed to emphasize

trends in the use of s peec h improvement programs in the state of Utah
from teachers of kindergarten, first and second grades.
this survey indicated four maj or trends:

The results of

(1) These teachers either were

not aware of speech improvement programs (31.9 percent) or they were
aware (68.1 percent) and felt t hat t hey were extremely beneficial (61.8
percent) .

( 2) These teachers indic a ted a desire for better programs
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Table 1.

Percentage response to the complete questionnaire .

1

Rural

Urban

Total

8 ; N

40; N

48 ; N

YES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a.
7.

N0

1

'YES '

'NO '

'YES '

' NO '

62 .5%

37 . 5%

72.8%

27 · 2%

68 . t%

31.9%

Previous use of speech
improvement program.

62.5%

37.5%

82.5%

17 . 5%

73.3%

26.7%

Presently using a speech
improvement program.

62.5%

37.5%

70.Q%

30 .0%

64.5%

31.2%

!'leased with present
progrM.

37.5%

62.5%

40.Q%

60.0%

39 . 5%

60 . 4%

Presently rece1v1ng program counseling.

25.0%

75 . 0%

22 . 5%

77.5%

22 . 9%

77 . Q%

nave had help from a
speech therapist.

37.5%

62.5%

23.Q%

76 . 3%

27 . 0%

72 .9%

Do you feel s peech improvement programs arc:
of no apparent benefit
moderately beneficial
extremely beneficial
other

0

33 . :J%
66 . 6%
0

0

42 . 1%
57.8%
0

0

38 . 2%
61.8%
0

These teachers used nationally advertised programs .

9.

1

Previous knowledge of
speech improvement .

a.
b.
c.
d.
8.

1

0

20 . Q%

16 . 6%

Items included i n speech
improvement programs of
own.

a. introduction of sounds
b. usc in a story
c. use in a song

d. questions and answers
c. with entire class
f. class involvement

88.2%
73.5%
24.6%
64 . 7%
73 .5%
70. 5%
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'f able 1.

Continued
Rural

=N

8
10 .

11.

Average number of years
experienc e with _speech improvcment programs.

40

=N

Total
48

=N

1.0

4.1

3. 5

60.0<,'
0
0
40.0<,'

53.8%
17.5%
0
19.2%

58.8%
14.5%
0
29.4%

38.2%

25.0%

Approximate length of each
daily class presentation.
a.
b.
c.
d.

12.

Urban

15-20 minutes
20-30 minutes
30-60 minutes
other

Had taken spee ch improvement courses at a univer-

sity .

0
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s ince 60.4 percent were not pleased with their present programs .

(3)

In spite of the fact that only 27.0 percent of these teachers had received help initially in devel oping their programs and only 22.9 percent
were pr esently receiving help, they still felt that this program was a
valuable part of their curriculum.

(4) It seems evident, since only

25 .0 percent of these teachers bad bad any type of formal training in
the area of speech improvement, that there is a real need for programs
Lo acquaint the elementary teacher with this valuable addition to the
curriculum .
With the understanding that a speech improvement program would
benefit not only the child but also the public school speech therapist,
these results reveal a nee d for s peech therapists to introduce and
suppol't speech improvement programs.

The therapist needs also to sup-

ply substantial resourc e and bibliographical information to the teachers and to uphold and counsel t he teacher in her speech improvement
program.
These trends suggest that the need for supplying teachers with
knowledge for s peech impro'' ement programs goes beyond the public school
therapist Lo t he

universiti~s.

It would seem that as part of their

required traini ng both the s peech therapi3t and the elementary teacher
should be subjected to s peech improvement programs as a potential key
by 1•hi ch Lhey can both work to unlock the barriers impeding the child 1 s
ability t o adequately communicate.
Limitations and implications.

The author of this study faced

problems which others interested in this particular type of study will
undoubtedly encounter; therefore, mention is now made to prevent
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reoccurrence of t hese same problems.

One of the more time consuming

stages of this study was obtaining the consent of each school district
in addition to the desired mailing li sts .

The districts were very

willi ng to release their teaching staffs, however several reminders
were necessary in order to obtain the mailing lists.

Because of this

unexpected delay the questionnaire was not mailed until near the end
of the school year .

Had thi 3 survey been presented during t he middl e

of the school year there undoubtedly would have be en a greater re spons e
to them; however , the res ponse of each teacher to the questi ons themselves most likely would remain the same regardless of the t ime.

This

study would probably, if completed on a larger scale, show a change or
some difference in the trP.nds.

Alt hough 68 of the 144 quest ionnaires

mailed i s a seemingly good pe rc entage of return, a larger survey may
Wlderstandably show a c hang e in the trends suggested by thi s study.
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SUMMARY

It was contended by the writer that speech improvement programs
in the clementa1y school, particularly kindergarten, first and second
grades, would lle an invaluable aid to both the public schoo l s peech
therapi st and the classroom teacher.

The s peech improvement program

basically can be defined as an organized program of instruction in oral
communication, which bas as its purpose proper articulation.

This pro-

gram i s aimed at helping all of the children in each class become aware
of correct speech sounds and to improve and develop their communication
skill s .

Speech improvement programs developed individually by the

Leachers or published programs are used.
The speech improvement program is closely related to the speech
ther a py program.

However, the s peech improvement program ftmctions as

a branch of the speech therapy progr.lm benefiti::tg from the verbal and

moral s upport of the speech therapist.

This program deals with whole

class act ivitie s leaving the more serious problems and diagno s tic
eva luations t o t he speech therapist who basically works individually
or in small groups with those children in need of more sophisticated
help.
'f he addition of a speech improvement program would in''olve more
students and yet a llow the s peech

ther~pist

of the students in hi s caseload.

The criteria by which the speech

to become more selective

t herapi st selects caseload from the total school population determines
not only those children who would benefit from therapy but also those
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who would benefit from s peech improvement .
sidered

i~

Four major factors con-

caseload selecti on are maturation, degree of severity of

misarticulation, stimulability and the age of the child.

The careful

consideration of these factors with each child diagnosed help s t he
ther apist determine which program is best suited for each child.
The survey was designed to determine trends in the usc of speec h
improvement programs in the elementary schools in t he state of Utah .
A representative sample of rural versus the urban population of elementary teachers--grades kindergarten, first and sec ond--of tha state of
Utah was selected .
veloped.

A questionnaire-type survey was selected and de-

The questionnaire, an accompanying letter and a stamped,

self-addressed envelope were mailed to t he teachers in the survey .
'l'hc results of t he survey indicated four major trends:

(1} These

teachers either were not aware of speech improvement programs or they
were aware and felt that t hey were extremely beneficial.

(2} These

teachers indicated a desire for better programs since 60.4 percent were
not pleased with their present pro grams .

(3) In spite of the fact that

only 27.0 percent of these teachers had received help initially from a
speech therapist in developing their programs and only 22.9 percent
were presently receiving help, they sti ll felt that this program was a
val uable part of t heir curri culum.

It would seem that the s peech im-

provement program could become even more valuabl e had the teachers been
given the vocal and moral support of their speech therapist both in
developing their programs and in carrying them out.

(4) It seems evi-

dent since only 25 .0 percent of these teachers had had any type of
formal training in the area of s peech improvement that there is a real
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need for programs to acquaint the elementary teacher wi t h this valuable
addition t o the cuTriculum.

It also seems evident that the speech

therapist nee ds to look critically at her own program and determine
what addition s are ne eded in order for her to support the c l assroom
teacher more satisfactorily through the speech improvement program.
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Appendix A
Teacher Questionnaire
Name: --------------------------- Grade presently teaching:
School: ------------------------- No. years teaching experience:
School Di strict: --------------- Do you have a teaching certificate?_ _
From what university did you receive your training?

YES

NO
1.

Did you know what a Speech Improvement prograo was before
today? {If your answer is "Nou this completes the questionnaire. Thanks.)
_ _ _ _ 2. Have you ever used a Speech Improvement program in your
classes?
_ _ _ _ 3. Are you presently using a Speech Improvement program as
part of your current curriculum?
_ _ _ _ 4. Are you pleased with your present Speech Improvement program?
_____ 5 . Is a speech therapist presently counseling you with your
program?
_ _ _ _ 6. Did a speech therapist initially help you develop your
program?
7. Do you feel Speech Improvement programs are:
a. of no apparent benefit
b. moderately beneficial
c. extremely beneficial
d. other
8. Ii your s -::i-s----=a--n~a~t;-i""o::cn-a=-l'l'y--=pu-b;-;-l-:-i-s'h-e-;d--:p-:::r-:::o-g-r-=am-, what is its title?
Who i s the author?
9 . If your program is of your own development, check those items below
that it includes:
Introduction of isolated sound.
---Use of each sound in a story.
Us e of each sound in a song.
Questions and answers using each sound.
---Us ed with entire clas s.
---Class involvement.
10. How many years have you us ed your program?
11. Approximately how long is each daily class presentation?
a. 15-20 minutes
b. 20-30 minutes
c. 30-60 minutes
d. other
12. Li s t belo~e s taken in speech improvement.
Course Title
University
-- --
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Appendix B
The Accompanying Letter
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UTAH

STATE UNIVERSITY· LOGAN . UTAH 84321
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND ARTS

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNICATIVE
DISORDERS

A study is being conducted by the Department of Communicative
Disorders, Utah Sta te Un iversity to determine the nunber of kindergarten, first and second grade teachers who are using speech improvement programs as part of their present daily curriculum, what their
program entails, how success ful it is and if they are receiving
counseling for this program.
For purposes of this study a speech improvement program is defined
as an organized program of instruction in oral communication, which has
as its purpose proper articulation. This program is aimed at helping
all of the children in each class become aware of correct speech sounds
and to improve and develop their communication skills. The main objective
is to indicate trends in use of speech improvement programs.
This program has the approval of the Superintendent of the Duchesne
School District. The succes s of this study depends almost entirely upon
your response. Please complete the questionnaire and return it in the
enclosed se lf-addressed envelope. All names and personal information
will be kept in strictest confidence .
Sincerely,

~R~!::.D.

Head, Department of
Communicative Disorders

JRJ/ jaa
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